VICLEAN
Innovative shower toilets from Villeroy&Boch
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VICLEAN
The mon natural form of cleanliner and freshness
Water is synonymous with well-being. Its natural freshness and clarity make it a sensual feel-good factor in the bathroom. It relaxes, invigorates

and makes daily hygiene a pleasure for both body and mind. Enjoy a pleasant shower-fresh feeling with Villeroy&Boch’s ViClean shower toilets.
ViClean provides a comfortable cleaning action with a gentle, warm jet of water. You can then simply dry yourself using a soft towel or paper.
Gentle on the skin and very hygienic.
Villeroy&Boch has the right shower toilet for you and your needs. Discover our three ViClean models and be amazed by the elegant
design, durable quality, premium materials and perfect functionality. Enjoy a clean and fresh feeling with ViClean from Villeroy&Boch.

villeroyboch.com/viclean
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VILLEROY&BOCH
BRAND ELEMENTS
A fine hairline directs the gaze from the
Villeroy & Boch logo to an elegant recess.
This picks up on the archway in the logo and
symbolises the brand‘s combination of
tradition and innovative strength.

VICLEAN-I 100

Ingenioumy discreet.
Refreshingly pleasant.
REVOLUTIONARY DESIGN
Be amazed by a completely new shower
toilet design. For the first time ever, the
entire technology is integrated in the

The most beautiful things are often the most discreet. With ViClean-I 100,
Villeroy&Boch has created a shower toilet whose revolutionary design is a
continual source of pleasure. Its refreshingly elegant exterior conceals a high-

ceramic rather than the seat. This allowed
us to design the toilet lid absolutely flat
and linear, making the shower toilet not

The new
design
nandard

instantly recognisable as such.

quality shower toilet integrated almost invisibly within the ceramic, to bring
you the gentle cleaning experience of fresh water. Discover the first stylishly
discreet shower toilet.
villeroyboch.com/viclean
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VICLEAN-I 100

Ingeniously discreet. Refreshingly pleasant.

OUTSTANDING QUALITY
Enjoy perfect quality and precise craftsmanship in every
single detail. We only use premium materials for ViClean-I 100:
the toilet is made from high-quality ceramic, the toilet seat
consists of robust Duroplast and the shower nozzle cover of
easy-to-clean Quaryl®. All of the components are developed
and produced in Europe.

INTUITIVE OPERATION
The ViClean-I 100 has never been
easier to operate and is pretty
self-explanatory. Just one push of
the button on the easy-to-use remote
control is all you need to do to start
the gentle clean. You can also save
and recall your personal settings with
the ViClean smartphone app.

INNOVATIVE
SHOWER FUNCTIONS
The innovative HarmonicWave shower jet
moves gently back and forward in a lateral
wave movement, treating you to pleasant
cleanliness and revitalising freshness. Additional jet modes and 5 different settings
for temperature, jet strength and shower
nozzle position will boost your sense of
well-being. Enjoy gentle cleansing with
fresh water that is always warm.
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Very gentle
on the skin

PERFECT HYGIENE
Innovative materials and technologies keep ViClean-I 100 hygienically clean. The integrated
flush shower nozzle is protected from external contamination and is cleaned automatically
before and after each use. The smooth, dirt-repellent CeramicPlus surface allows the toilet
to be cleaned quickly and easily. The rimless DirectFlush technology and the QuickRelease
mechanism add to the ease of cleaning.

VICLEAN
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ULTIMATE COMFORT
ViClean-U+ has been designed with
your comfort in mind. You no longer
need to think about opening and

VICLEAN-U+

A new dimension
of comfort

closing the lid or seat as it is done

Full of
comfort

automatically or by remote control.
Individual user profiles can be saved
and then recalled at the push of a
button. The shower toilet will also
provide you with a subtle nightlight,
adjustable seat heating, automatic
odour extraction as well as a warm
air dryer for comfortable drying
at your chosen temperature.

ULTIMATE HYGIENE
The air shower jet, which gently
cleanses you with a very soft water
jet, is the highlight of this shower
toilet. You can also adjust the water
temperature, jet strength and shower
nozzle position to suit your personal
preferences. Rimless DirectFlush
technology combined with dirtrepellent materials and a selfcleaning shower jet ensures the
toilet remains hygienically clean.

ViClean-U+ has everything you would expect from a premium shower toilet.
The fully equipped model provides unique comfort and perfect hygiene. Its
various features and individual settings meet even the most demanding standards and will take your well-being to another level.
villeroyboch.com/viclean
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Perfect balance
between aesthetics
and function

PAMPERING SHOWER FUNCTIONS
The highlight is the expanding panorama shower jet with an adjustable jet width for perfect
cleansing and a feeling of well-being. A number of other shower functions will leave you feeling
fresh. You can also adjust the water temperature, jet strength and the shower nozzle position to
suit your individual needs.
PAMPERING COMFORT
ViClean-L provides a host of useful
features – ranging from an integrated
nightlight to adjustable seat heating
through to the ability to save individual
user profiles. All features can be
managed quickly and easily by

VICLEAN-L

remote control.

Inspired by nature
OPTIMUM HYGIENE
ViClean-L boasts easy cleaning
and innovative hygiene thanks in part
to the high-quality stainless steel jet,
the seat with anti-bacterial coating
and the rimless DirectFlush toilet with a
CeramicPlus surface. Very hygienic: the
shower nozzle is cleaned automatically
with specially ionised water before
and after each use.

ViClean-L boasts a perfect balance of aesthetics and function. Inspired by the
contours of a leaf, the modern organic design blends harmoniously with any
bathroom design, creating an elegant highlight. The individually adjustable
shower and comfort features ensure optimum cleansing and hygiene while
providing a pleasant feeling of well-being.
villeroyboch.com/viclean
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VICLEAN
SHOWER TOILETS

VICLEAN-I 100

VICLEAN-U+

VICLEAN-L

Automatic cleaning before and after of the nozzle with fresh water

•

•

•

DirectFlush technology

•

•

•

CeramicPlus surface

•

•

•

QuickRelease mechanism

•

•

–

InvisibleJet technology

•

–

–

Duroplast toilet seat and lid

•

–

–

Dimensions

385 x 595 x 400 mm

392 x 547 x 499 mm

392 x 537 x 506 mm

Supply voltage

AC 220 - 240 V, 50 Hz

AC 220 - 240 V, 50 Hz

AC 220 - 240 V, 50 Hz

1.344 W

1.528 W

1.000 W

0.1 MPa ~ 1.0 MPa

0.1 MPa ~ 1.0 MPa

0.11 MPa ~ 0.68 MPa

•

•

•

Off, 30 ~ 37 °C

Off, 30 ~ 40 °C

Off, 31,5 ~ 37,5 °C

Seat heating

–

Off, 28 ~ 36 °C

Off, 31 ~ 37 °C

Dryer temperature

–

35 ~ 55 °C

–

Hygiene

Comparison of the comfortable features

Technical specifications

VICLEAN-I 100

VICLEAN-U+

VICLEAN-L

Shower functions
Rear wash

•

•

•

Max. power consumption

Lady wash

•

•

•

Water pressure

HarmonicWave shower jet

Air shower jet

Panorama shower jet

•

•

•

5 levels

5 levels

3 levels

•

•

•

Innovative comfort shower
Pulsating massage shower / oscillating massage shower
Adjustable temperature, jet strength and shower nozzle position
Unlimited hot water supply thanks to a flow heater
Comfort
SoftClosing function

•

•

•

Remote control

•

•

•

Seat heating, adjustable temperature

–

5 levels

3 levels

Nightlight

–

•

•

via app

2 users

3 users

Warm air dryer, adjustable temperature

–

5 levels

–

Automatic odour extraction

–

•

–

Automatic opening/closing of lid and seat

–

•

–

ViClean app

•

–

–

User profiles with individual settings

EN 1717, CE
Temperature adjustment range
Water temperature

EASY INSTALLATION
VICONNECT

VIDEOS

We recommend using the ViConnect assembly elements and matching installation sets

Take a look at our installation videos and more interesting content about ViClean

to install the ViClean shower toilets safely and easily. Discover our stylish ViConnect

on our YouTube channel: youtube.com/user/villeroyundboch

flush plates: villeroyboch.com/viconnect
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VILLEROY&BOCH

UNITED KINGDOM
Villeroy&Boch UK
Bathroom and Wellness
Design Centre East, unit 306-308
Chelsea Harbour
London SW10 0XF
Tel. +44 (0) 208 871 40 28
Fax +44 (0) 208 870 37 20

Shades and dimensions subject to the usual tolerances.

Your sales consultant

